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Benidorm
Series 7 (2015) Quiz 1

1. The Solana Staff are angry because they have all been given a pay-cut but why is Tiger Dyke angry 
too?

2. To mark their wedding anniversary, why was Jacqueline holidaying without Donald, instead, 
arriving with Welshman Glynn?

3. What is the name of the man the Garvey's meet who reveals that Madge is about to inherit millions 
from the Collins family?

4. During a séance with Psychic Sue, Kenneth is trying to contact his mum but instead receives a 
message from who?

5. Which city do the Garvey's leave Benidorm for, marking their last episode?

6. Joyce becomes suspicious when Kenneth's salon seems overly busy, upon investigating what does 
Joyce discover?

7. After an absence of 3 series, which character returned to The Solana with his mother, Noreen?

8. What 'type' of quiz hosted by Les, does a confident Geoff get beaten by Clive and Tiger?

9. What does Kenneth discover was contained in the back-street Botox given to Joyce, resulting in him 
taking her to the vets to be injected with the anti-dote?

10. Who attempts to impress the Dykes by walking on hot coals?

11. To save money, Joyce is fired by Solana Owner Crystal Hennessy-Vass, who does she replace her 
with?

12. What country is the Oracle's new companion Ionela from?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. His cards and cash have been stolen
2. They were on a wife swap
3. Buck A Roo
4. Mel for Madge
5. Las Vegas
6. Kenneth is offering cut-price Botox

7. Geoff 'The Oracle' Maltby
8. Bullseye
9. Drugs that are used to cause paralysis in dogs with 

rabies
10. Geoff 'The Oracle' Maltby
11. Janey Yorke
12. Romania

Sphinx Phoenix Benidorm
Series 7 (2015) Quiz 1

1. The Solana Staff are angry because they have all been given a pay-cut but why is Tiger Dyke angry 
too?

2. To mark their wedding anniversary, why was Jacqueline holidaying without Donald, instead, 
arriving with Welshman Glynn?

3. What is the name of the man the Garvey's meet who reveals that Madge is about to inherit millions 
from the Collins family?

4. During a séance with Psychic Sue, Kenneth is trying to contact his mum but instead receives a 
message from who?

5. Which city do the Garvey's leave Benidorm for, marking their last episode?

6. Joyce becomes suspicious when Kenneth's salon seems overly busy, upon investigating what does 
Joyce discover?

7. After an absence of 3 series, which character returned to The Solana with his mother, Noreen?

8. What 'type' of quiz hosted by Les, does a confident Geoff get beaten by Clive and Tiger?

9. What does Kenneth discover was contained in the back-street Botox given to Joyce, resulting in him 
taking her to the vets to be injected with the anti-dote?

10. Who attempts to impress the Dykes by walking on hot coals?

11. To save money, Joyce is fired by Solana Owner Crystal Hennessy-Vass, who does she replace her 
with?

12. What country is the Oracle's new companion Ionela from?
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